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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
PUBLIC SUMMARY

- Simplified application of enzyme usage constraints to genome-scale metabolic models with the software GECKO Light.

- Estimation of maximum metabolite influx into tumors at varying levels of hypoxia.

- Simulations of tumor metabolism explain “glutamine addiction” in cancers.

- Metabolic collaboration between cell types in the tumor microenvironment does not increase tumor growth.
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The tumor microenvironment is composed of a complexmixture of different
cell types interacting under conditions of nutrient deprivation, but the meta-
bolism therein is not fully understood due to difficulties in measuring meta-
bolicfluxes and exchange ofmetabolites between different cell types in vivo.
Genome-scale metabolic modeling enables estimation of such exchange
fluxes as well as an opportunity to gain insight into the metabolic behavior
of individual cell types. Here, we estimated the availability of nutrients and
oxygen within the tumor microenvironment using concentration measure-
ments from blood together with a metabolite diffusion model. In addition,
we developed an approach to efficiently apply enzyme usage constraints
in a comprehensive metabolic model of human cells. The combined
modeling reproduced severe hypoxic conditions and the Warburg effect,
and we found that limitations in enzymatic capacity contribute to cancer
cells’ preferential use of glutamine as a substrate to the citric acid cycle.
Furthermore, we investigated the common hypothesis that some stromal
cells are exploited by cancer cells to producemetabolites useful for the can-
cer cells. We identified over 200 potential metabolites that could support
collaboration between cancer cells and cancer-associated fibroblasts, but
when limiting to metabolites previously identified to participate in such
collaboration, no growth advantage was observed. Our work highlights the
importance of enzymatic capacity limitations for cell behaviors and exem-
plifies the utility of enzyme-constrained models for accurate prediction of
metabolism in cells and tumor microenvironments.
INTRODUCTION
The tumor microenvironment (TME) consists of many different cell types that

share a common influx ofmetabolites from the blood, and its leaky blood vessels
make diffusion the main mechanism for transport of metabolites and oxygen
from the blood to the cells.1–4 Furthermore, the blood vessel density is unevenly
distributed, leading to a highly variable availability of nutrients and oxygen, where
hypoxic and even necrotic regions tend to be more common in the center of the
tumor.5 Cancer cells residing in the TME are generally thought to strive for pro-
liferation, and the metabolic behavior that is optimal for maximizing growth
will vary with the availability of metabolites. Such known behaviors are lactate
export (the Warburg effect6), which is shared with other highly proliferative cells
such as expanding T cells,7 and “glutamine addiction”,8 where the tricarboxylic
acid (TCA) cycle is preferentially fedwith glutamine. Furthermore, bypass ofmito-
chondrial complex I can be used to increase ATP production at a lower substrate
efficiency in cells with high ATP demand,9 although such a behavior has not
explicitly been proven to exist in cancers.

Collaboration scenarios between different “healthy” cell types and tumor cells,
where cells such as fibroblasts andmacrophages are thought to be exploited by
the cancer cells, has been a topic of great interest for the past decade.10–13 Spe-
cifically, these cells are thought to regulate the tumormicroenvironment through
signaling as well as provide nutrients such as lactate and pyruvate to the tumor
cells to enhance their growth. Partial evidence of the latter has been presented,
where cancer-associated fibroblasts have been observed to secrete metabolites
that were taken up by cancer cells,12 but there is no solid evidence that such
collaboration is directly beneficial for growth.

The study of collaborativemetabolism in tumors is difficult for two reasons: (1)
It is challenging to create a realistic in vitro representation of the tumor microen-
ll
vironment using cell lines. For example, the influx of oxygen and all other metab-
olites from blood needs to be controlled and constant over time. (2) It is difficult
to measure metabolite uptake rates in vivo for all metabolites, although isotope
labeling has successfully been employed for single metabolites.14 An alternative
approach is therefore needed.
Genome-scale modeling15 of human metabolism using flux balance

analysis (FBA) involves performing in silico analyses of a reaction network
under steady-state conditions and has been used to investigate meta-
bolism in, for example, muscles,9 tumors,16 and Alzheimer’s disease.17 A
recent approach is the GECKO framework,18 which enables the integration
of enzyme kinetic data with genome-scale metabolic models to simulate
more physiologically meaningful flux distributions even when metabolite
exchange rate data are limited.
In this project, we developed a diffusion model for constraining metabolite up-

take rates in tumors and applied enzyme usage constraints to a human genome-
scale model to simulate tumor metabolism. Our metabolic models showed that
glucose and oxygen are the most limiting substances for growth. Furthermore,
our models predicted glutamine addiction, where fueling the TCA cycle with
glutamine can yield more ATP since it requires less enzyme usage per ATP pro-
duced. In addition, we observed that metabolic collaboration between cancer-
associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and cancer cells likely has a very small effect on
tumor growth.

RESULTS
Simulation of tumor cell growth
We used the genome-scale metabolic model Human119 enhanced with

enzyme constraints tomodel themetabolism of cancer cells in the tumormicro-
environment. The model was manually curated (materials and methods,
Table S1) and a non-growth-associated maintenance (NGAM) requirement
was added as anATP cost of 1.833mmol gDW�1 h�1 derived from literature.20,21

We developed a lightweight version of the GECKO toolbox,18,22 called GECKO
Light (Note S1), which, similar to GECKO, constrains the total metabolic enzyme
usage based on kcat values from the BRENDA database.23 The main improve-
ment in GECKO Light is a substantially decreased execution time (�2 min on
a standard laptop computer) and a smaller generated model size.
We assumed that diffusion is the dominant mechanism for influx of metabo-

lites into tumors24 and developed a diffusionmodel that uses themetabolite con-
centrations in blood and their diffusion coefficients to estimate the metabolite
uptake constraints (Figure 1A, Note S2). Instead of estimating absolute uptake
constraints, which are expected to vary across cells depending on many factors
such as distance to capillaries, we estimated relative uptake constraints accord-
ing to

Ui = aDicb;i

where Ui is the estimated upper bound for the uptake flux of metabolite i, a is
a proportionality constant that is inversely related to the distance to the
closest capillaries, Di is the diffusion coefficient for metabolite i, and cb,i is
the concentration of metabolite i in the blood. While the value of a varies
across cells and is difficult to estimate for a given cell, its value will be the
same for all metabolites within the same cell, which makes it possible to
investigate the metabolism at different pseudodistances from blood
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Figure 1. Modeling cancer cell growth in the tumormicroenvironment (A) Modeling setup. Themetabolite uptake bounds are estimated from a diffusion model based onmetabolite
concentrations in blood and their diffusion coefficients. In addition, enzyme usage constraints are added to themodel using GECKO Light. (B) Simulated specific growth rate (biomass
production) and metabolite exchange rates for different values using the diffusion model. Some fluxes are scaled to enable visualization of all metabolites in the same figure: glucose
upt.: 0.01, glutamine upt.: 0.05, Lipid pool upt.: 0.2, cholesterol upt.: 10, oxygen upt.: 0.1, and lactate exp.: 0.01. (C) Internal fluxes in the same simulations as (B). The glycolytic flux is
multiplied by 0.01 and the fluxes through the complexes are multiplied by 0.1. (D) Growth dependence of metabolites. (Top) A thick line indicates a required uptake rate of at least 95%
of a metabolite for maintaining growth, as determined by flux variability analysis (FVA). (Bottom) The simulated specific growth rate of the model is compared with that when the
maximum uptake rate of a single metabolite is reduced to 90%. (E) Change in specific growth rate when removing parts of the biomass reaction. The figure shows the specific growth
rate ratio between models with reduced and original biomass reaction. In all cases, the model is optimized for growth. “No ATP prot.” refers to removal of the ATP cost from
polymerizing amino acids into proteins, while “No 2xATP” refers to having both the protein generation ATP cost and the growth-associated maintenance (GAM) ATP cost removed
from the biomass reaction. For “No 2xATP, lipids,” the consumption of lipids has also been removed in addition to the other two factors. See Figure S5 for details.
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vessels. In addition, we developed a blood flow model, where the blood flow
into the tumor rather than diffusion was assumed to be the limiting factor for
delivery of metabolites to cells and the influx was modeled to be directly pro-
portional to the contents of the blood (Note S3).

We retrieved blood plasma measurements from several sources to form a
collection of 69 metabolites with associated concentration values25–28 (Note
S4; Tables S2, S3, and S4; Figure S1). Lipids were grouped into sterols (repre-
sented by cholesterol) and other lipids (fatty acyls, glycerolipids, glycerophospho-
lipids, and sphingolipids, represented as amix of fatty acids). For oxygenwe used
the concentration of free oxygen, which can diffuse, excluding roughly 98% of the
total concentration in blood that is bound to hemoglobin.

We collected 18metabolite diffusion coefficients from literature,29–31 and esti-
mated the remaining coefficients using a linear model based on molecular
mass32 (Figure S2, Note S5; Table S4). Lipids are not soluble in water and are
therefore transported together with albumin or a lipoprotein, or potentially as
droplets. These are large particles that do not diffuse well, and we modeled
the diffusion of these particles by using the diffusion coefficient of albumin for
all lipids.
2 The Innovation 5(2): 100583, March 4, 2024
We first simulated the tumor cell growth for different values of the proportion-
ality constant a using FBA (Figure 1B). For small values of a (greater distances
from capillaries), the model cannot produce enough ATP to uphold cell mainte-
nance requirements, resulting in necrosis. For higher values of a, we see a hyp-
oxic region where the cells can survive and grow but are limited in growth by
availability of nutrients and oxygen, followed by a region where the enzyme con-
straints become the major limiting factor for growth. At small values of a, the
limited oxygen supply was primarily used for oxidative phosphorylation, which
providedmuch ATP per substrate. However, whenmore nutrients were available
a larger specific growth rate could be reached by allocating more of the enzy-
matic capacity to glycolysis instead of to these large and slow enzyme com-
plexes. The simulation predicts an early bypass of complex I, while the remaining
electron transport chain (ETC) complexes remain active at a wider a range (Fig-
ure 1C), which is consistent with a previous study where complex I bypass was
described to increase ATP yield at the cost of a lower substrate efficiency.9 The
model exhibits an extreme behavior where oxidative phosphorylation is
completely shut down for large values of a. In practice, such a behavior is gener-
ally not observed. Eighty percent of the ATP has for example been reported to be
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 2. Predicted amino acid metabolism in simulation of cancer cell growth (A) amino acid fluxes from the simulation used in Figure 1B. Only amino acids with high predicted
fluxes are shown. Positive fluxes correspond to cellular uptake and negative to export. (B) Predicted “glutamine addiction”mechanism. When OXPHOS is limited by its high enzyme
usage, the TCA cycle flux is limited because there is noway for the cell to oxidize the produced NADH/FADH2. Any processes that can either limit the production of NADH/FADH2 while
running the TCA cycle or increase oxidation of NADH/FADH2 will thus lead to a possibility to increase the flux through the TCA cycle, and thereby increase the ATP production. Feeding
the TCA cycle from glutamate instead of pyruvate shortcuts the TCA cycle, reducing two less NAD+ molecules to NADH, while also preserving pyruvate that can be converted into
lactate to oxidize another NADHmolecule. Darker arrows indicate larger fluxes. (C) Prolinemetabolism. Generation of proline can help to increase flux through the TCA cycle as well as
bypass complex I and thereby increase ATP production. The model predicts two mechanisms for this purpose: (1) Oxidation of NADH through any of the PYCR enzymes (complex I
bypass); and (2) by running PRODH in reverse (non-favorable thermodynamically, as indicated by the question mark). The latter would increase flux through complex I, since
D1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C) would replace oxygen as the electron acceptor in the electron transport chain, and could therefore in theory increase ATP production by consuming
excess NADH and increasing flux through complex V. The brown arrow represents the proline cycle, where PRODH is run in the thermodynamically favorable direction together with
the use of a PYCR enzyme, which forms a cycle that can potentially move electrons from NADH to ubiquinone, thereby bypassing complex I without exporting proline. (D) Succinate
export. Allowing succinate export yields two advantages: (1) Complex II can be run in reverse, which highly resembles the effect from running PRODH in reverse; and (2) the TCA cycle
can be stopped at succinate, reducing production of NADH and FADH2, which enables the cell to run the TCA cycle more rounds and thereby produce more ATP. (E) Increase in ATP
production from allowing themechanisms explained in (C) (PRODH in reverse) and (D) (complex II in reverse). Themodel is optimized for ATP production, the NGAM is set to 0, and the
metabolite uptake bounds are determined by the diffusion model.

REPORT
generated by oxidative phosphorylation in some highly proliferative cells,33 but
regardless of this limitation the model can still serve as a means to understand
observed metabolic behaviors.

Next, we evaluatedwhichmetaboliteswere limiting for growth (Figures 1D and
S3). Glucose and oxygen were by far the two most important metabolites for
growth, followed by a smaller effect from glutamine, while the other limiting me-
tabolites had a small effect (Figure 1D). Neither lactate nor albumin was limiting
for growth since neither of them can give a positive ATP contribution without us-
ing oxygen. Notably, some metabolites such as lipids were limiting for growth,
but the effect is marginal; other substrates can be used in their place with an
almost negligible loss in growth rate. For the hypoxic range, free access to oxy-
gen yielded a clear increase in growth (Figure S4). We repeated our simulations
while removing different components of the biomass reaction to investigate
which cellular processes are limiting for growth, which showed that ATP produc-
tion was themain limiting factor (Figures 1E and S5). To assess the sensitivity of
our results, we repeated our analyses with the growth-associated ATP cost and
NGAM reduced to 50% and 25% of their original values, which confirmed that
glucose and oxygen were still the most important contributors to growth (Fig-
ure S6). Since hypoxia is less common in the healthy body compared with tu-
ll
mors, we also identified five reactions that were important for growth in hypoxia
but not in normoxia as potential targets (Table S5). However, all such reactions
were related to oxidative phosphorylation and are likely not suitable targets. The
lack of such targets is likely caused in part by redundancies in the full metabolic
network, and to identify more targets in future studies, cell-type-specific reaction
networks derived from for example single-cell RNA-seq data fromspecific cancer
types could be used.
The blood flow model produced similar results, although with a substantially

smaller hypoxic region (Figure S7). The major difference is a higher availability
of lipids and oxygen, which increases oxygen usage at small a values.

Amino acid metabolism
The diffusionmodel predicted large uptake fluxes of glutamine, glycine, serine,

and threonine, and export of proline and aspartate, while the rest of the amino
acids were consumed at lower fluxes, primarily for protein synthesis
(Figures 2A and S8). The model did not predict glutamate secretion, which is
observed in some cancer cell lines.34,35 While glutamate export has previously
been linked to nucleotide synthesis,35 our model does not predict any advantage
of such a behavior in the TME.
The Innovation 5(2): 100583, March 4, 2024 3



Table 1. ATP production from amino acids compared with lactate in different settings

Substrate
No
O2

Low
O2

Low
O2 PRODH

Low O2

Sc. Exp.
Enz.
Lim.

Enz. lim.
Sc. Exp.

Lactate 0 5 5 6.5 0.0938 0.0938

Aspartate 0 5 6.5 12.9 0.0937 0.0937

Glutamine 0 5 10 9.1 0.1042 0.1281

Glycine 0 5.7 5.7 8 0.0929 0.0929

Proline 0 4.7 4.7 4.9 0.0944 0.0952

Serine 3.33 9 9 13.0 0.0945 0.0945

Threonine 3.33 9 9 12.5 0.0931 0.0931

Alanine 0 5 5 6.5 0.0932 0.0932

Arginine 0 5 12.3 5.4 0.0943 0.0949

Asparagine 0 5 6.5 12.9 0.0940 0.0944

Cysteine 0 5 5 5.9 0.0927 0.0927

Glutamate 0 5 10 9.1 0.1020 0.1213

Histidine 0 5 11.1 7.3 0.0927 0.0927

Isoleucine 0 5 5 5 0.0922 0.0922

Leucine 0 5 5 5 0.0917 0.0917

Lysine 0 4.8 4.8 4.8 0.0918 0.0918

Methionine 0 5 5 5 0.0830 0.0830

Phenylalanine0 5 5 5 0.0900 0.0900

Tryptophan 0 3.8 3.8 3.8 0.0877 0.0877

Tyrosine 0 5 5 5 0.0916 0.0916

Valine 0 5 5 5 0.0917 0.0917

The table shows the maximum ATP production (mmol*gDW�1h�1) given a
maximal uptake of 10 mmol*gDW�1h�1 of a single substrate and varying
oxygen availability. Columns: “No O2”: No oxygen uptake is allowed, negligible
effects from enzyme constraints. “Low O2”: Oxygen uptake constrained to
1 mmol*gDW�1h�1 (which is not enough to fully oxidize any of the substrates),
negligible effects from enzyme constraints. PRODH in reverse and succinate
export are both blocked. “Low O2 PRODH”: Same as “Low O2”, but with PRODH
in reverse enabled. “Low O2 Sc. Exp.”: Same as “Low O2”, but with succinate
export enabled. “Enz. Lim.”: The total available enzyme pool is constrained to a
low value (0.001 g/gDW). Succinate export is blocked. In practice, this also
means that the reverse PRODH reaction will not be used. “Enz. Lim. Sc. Exp.”:
Same as “Enz. Lim.” but allowing for succinate export. Bold and italic text corre-
spond to a higher ATP production compared with lactate and underlined text to a
lower flux. While comparison to using pyruvate as fuel may at first seem more
relevant since pyruvate is the alternative fuel for the TCA cycle coming from
glycolysis, the pyruvate will be exported as lactate if not used, making compari-
son to lactate fairer from a redox perspective.
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The genome-scale metabolic model can be used to study in detail the most
optimal amino acid metabolism in different conditions, where the NADH/
FADH2 oxidation ratio in the ETC plays an important role. For fast-growing cells
limited by enzymatic capacity, the ratio should be as low as possible tomaximize
ATP production (complex I bypass), while the ratio should be as high as possible
in oxygen-deprived conditions (Note S6). Cells can utilize amino acids in different
ways to manipulate this ratio.

“Glutamine addiction” is a well-known cancer trait,8,36–38 where glutamine, the
most highly abundant amino acid in blood, is used instead of glucose-derived py-
ruvate to feed the TCA cycle. Indeed, the model predicts such behavior. Gluta-
mine is converted to glutamate and enters the TCA cycle, producing three fewer
NADHs per cycle than if pyruvate is used, resulting in increased ATP production,
aspartate production, and reduced reaction oxygen species (ROS) generation
(Figure 2BandNote S6).While aspartate exportwas not observed in a cell culture
experiment of the NCI-60 cell lines,39 aspartate production from glutamine has
4 The Innovation 5(2): 100583, March 4, 2024
been shown to exist in pancreatic cancer cell lines using labeling experiments,40

and is likely disposed of using alternative pathways (Note S6). Glutamine is also
known to be important for immune cells such as T and NK cells, possibly for the
samepurpose, i.e., to increaseATPproduction. However, due to the predatory up-
take of glutamine by cancer cells, glutamine is often depleted in the TME,making
this behavior a weakness in the TME.41

Proline secretion has been observed in cell line experiments35,39 and themodel
predicts two different mechanisms by which proline production from glutamate
can help to increase ATP production: NADH oxidation through PYCR1 (or related
enzymes), which can also form the “proline cycle”42 with PRODH to bypass com-
plex I, or by running PRODH in reverse, enabling the use of complex I without ox-
ygen (Figures2CandS9).The latterhas toourknowledgenotbeen reported, and it
is unclear if sucha reaction is thermodynamically favorable in vivo, although it has
been shown possible in enzyme assays outside cells.43 In addition, allowing
exportofsuccinateenables (1) the reversalofcomplex II,whichcatalyzesasimilar
reaction and has been shown to run in reverse in mammals (Figure 2D)44,45; and
(2) interruption of the TCA cycle, thereby bypassing complex II while running suc-
cinyl-CoA synthetase to produce ATP (Figure 2D). The model predicts these two
effects tobeevenmorebeneficial thanPRODH in reverseunder hypoxia, although
all effects combined yield the highest benefit (Figures 2E and S10).
To investigate the behavior of each amino acid in more detail, we simulated

access to a fixed influx of a single metabolite and optimized for maximum
ATPproduction, comparing the use of eachamino acidas the sole carbon source
to that of using lactate under different conditions (Table 1). A few amino acids
could be used to generate ATP without oxygen, such as serine, which as part
of the serine, one-carbon cycle, glycine synthesis (SOG) pathwayhas been shown
to support ATP production and cancer cell proliferation.46 However, like lactate
most amino acidswere not useful for producingATP in that condition. In hypoxia,
without enzyme constraints, PRODH reversal, and succinate export, some bene-
fits to ATP production could be observed from using amino acids as substrates
compared to lactate. Allowing reversal of PRODH increased the ATP yield from
several amino acids dramatically compared with lactate, and a similar effect
was observed from allowing export of succinate, although the benefits varied
substantially across different amino acids. Under enzyme-limited conditions,
both with and without succinate export, glutamine and glutamate were the car-
bon sources giving the highest ATP yield, consistent with the strategy depicted in
Figure 2B and the glutamine addiction results reported previously.8 Under these
conditions, complex Iwas bypassed,which resulted in a several times higher TCA
cycle flux for glutamine and a higher total ATP production despite having lower
complex V activity (Figure S11). Comparing these results to existing literature, a
previous study showed that glutamine is used to feed the TCA cycle both in hyp-
oxic and normoxic conditions,33 which is consistent with our results assuming
either use of PRODH in reverse or succinate export in hypoxia.
Simulation of cell-type collaborations in the TME
A topic of recent interest iswhether non-cancerous cells in the TMEassist can-

cer cells metabolically by providing them with resources that are advantageous
for growth. It has for example been proposed that CAFs can provide cancer cells
withmetabolites such as lactate and pyruvate,10,47 and it could also be beneficial
if tumor-associatedmacrophages (TAMs) could consumedead cells and cellular
debris and produce nutrients for the cancer cells. We sought to investigate these
collaboration scenarios inmore detail using our diffusionmodeling approach.We
again constrainedmetabolite uptake from blood but built a more complex meta-
bolicmodel consisting of three cell types: cancer cells, fibroblasts, and other cells,
where the latter represent cells that are not expected to provide resources to the
cancer cells, for example immune cells (Figure 3A). The exchange ofmetabolites
between the cell types was controlled by providing separate compartments for
the interstitium around the fibroblasts and other cells (Figure 3B).
The extracellular matrix (ECM) consists mainly of collagens and glycosamino-

glycans (GAGs) and is produced by the fibroblasts. Both the composition of the
ECM and the fraction of the total tumor dry weight that the ECM constitutes vary
largely across tumors. We assumed an ECM composition of 80% collagen (rep-
resented by collagen I) and 20%GAGs (represented by heparan sulfate) to reduce
the number of flexible parameters. We varied the total ECM fraction of the tumor
dry weight and the fraction of each cell type, since these parameters vary sub-
stantially between individual tumors. The different modeling configurations are
listed in Table 2.
www.cell.com/the-innovation
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Figure 3. Collaboration between cell types in the
TME (A) Modeling setup of the tumor microenviron-
ment. Themodel contains three cell types: Fibroblasts
(CAFs), cancer cells, and other cells (e.g., different
types of immune cells). Non-malignant cells are im-
ported to the tumor, resulting in a total biomass re-
action consisting of cancer cell growth and extracel-
lular matrix construction. All cell types have the same
metabolic network (the curated full Human1 model)
with the sameNGAM value as used previously, but the
fibroblasts were extended with reactions for building
the extracellular matrix. (B) Compartment setup to
enable limitation of cell-type collaboration to certain
scenarios. The fibroblasts (CAF) and other cells (OC)
have their own model compartments for the tumor
interstitium. While metabolites can (depending on the
simulation) be transported from the CAF interstitium
to the cancer cell interstitium, such transport is not
possible from the OC interstitium. (C) Effect of
collaboration on the specific growth rate of the tumor.
(D) Number of collaboration metabolites between fi-
broblasts and cancer cells as a function of a,
measured for them2model. We identified in total 233
potential collaboration metabolites across the range
of explored a values.
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It directly follows from the first law of thermodynamics that CAFs cannot in-
crease the total energy available in the TME unless they actively import or utilize
material from outside the TME, which is a case not investigated here but briefly
addressed later in this section. In cases where the growth is limited by nutrient
availability only, there is therefore nothing the CAFs can do to help the cancer
cells metabolically, given that the cancer cells behave optimally and thereby ex-
press the enzymes needed to utilize the available nutrients. However, as nutrient
availability increases and the growth becomes limited by enzymatic capacity, it
may be possible for the CAFs to increase growth by providing additional enzy-
matic capacity to produce metabolites that are more optimal for cancer cell
growth.

We first simulated the specific growth rates of the models with different
parameter values for ECM and cell-type fractions (m1-m5) and compared
them with that of them0model (Figure 3C). A high fraction of fibroblasts penal-
ized growth at low values of a due to the additional ATP costs fromNGAM, while
the extra enzymatic capacity supplied by a high fibroblast fraction imparts a
growth advantage for high a values. We also observed that the cost of building
the ECM was not negligible in our simulations. However, the addition of ECM
to the model objective function did not substantially alter which metabolites
were limiting for growth relative to them0model, despite a high protein content
(Figure S12A).

Next, we developed an algorithm to identify potential collaborationmetabolites,
defined asmetabolites being exported from fibroblasts and imported into cancer
cells, for all values of a (Figure 3D; Table S6). As expected, the number increased
with increasing a, where the enzymatic capacity becomes increasingly limiting
for growth. However, many of these collaboration metabolites, such as ATP,
are not physiologicallymeaningful and have not been reported as being exported
from fibroblasts.When limiting the collaborationmetabolites to those reported in
literature (lactate, pyruvate, free fatty acids, glutamine, ketone bodies, and
alanine47,48), and comparing with the model in which collaboration is blocked,
the growth difference was negligible (Figure S12B). Although co-injection of tu-
mor cells with fibroblasts in mice can lead to an increased specific growth
rate,49we reason that this effect is likely caused by signaling effects or potentially
ll The
because the fibroblasts complemented defi-
ciencies in the metabolic functionality of these
cancer cells. Likewise, mouse experiments have
suggested a metabolic collaboration between
oxygenated and hypoxic cancer cells.50,51 We,
however, argue that there is an alternative expla-
nation for these results (Figure S13).
The CAFs in this study were represented by a

cell-type-specific model in the sense that they
produced ECM, but they were otherwise generic
and had access to all enzymes. All possible ways
that CAFs can contribute to cancer growth with
the given set of collaboration metabolites were therefore evaluated in our simu-
lations. Other cell types, for example myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs),
have a different objective and are additionally known to export ROS and reactive
nitrogen species (RNS).52 We therefore extended the set of collaboration metab-
olites with H2O2, which was the only ROS/RNS species identified as a collabora-
tion metabolite, and used the m1 model with a negligible ECM fraction and al-
lowed the CAFs to serve as MDSCs, but only negligible changes to the growth
rate were observed (Figure S12C).
Although the “other cells” cannot provide the cancer cells with resources in the

simulation, they can still minimize their negative impact on growth, which we
have termed passive collaboration.We simulated this behavior bymaximizing tu-
mor growth using them6model, resulting in ATP generation based on enzyme-
demanding processing such as oxidative phosphorylation in the other cells
(Figure S12D). The question is whether the other cells, representing for example
immune cells, are helpful for cancer growth, or if the relationship ismore compet-
itive. TAMs have, however, been reported to switch to oxidative phosphorylation
when exposed to lactate, which could be seen as a sign of such passive
collaboration.53

TAMs are reported to have many metabolic roles in the TME, including both
passive and active collaboration,53,54 which would give them the same role as
other cells or fibroblasts in our simulation. Macrophages, however, also have
an additional function where they can scavenge dead cells and convert them
into metabolites useful to other cells. To investigate to what extent this function
can support tumor growth, we used them0model and assumed that 10% of the
tumor cells produced from growth die. We assumed that the maximum amount
of additional nutrients provided is thus themetabolites that constitute 10% of the
produced biomass (materials and methods), excluding the ATP cost consumed
during growth (Table S7). There is a clear growth advantage, which is larger for
small a values, but the overall effect is relatively small even though no mainte-
nance or metabolite conversion cost is included for the macrophages (Fig-
ure S12E). The reason for the limited utility of such substrates is mainly that in
nutrient-deprived conditions, all oxygen is already being consumed, and oxygen
is required to generate ATP frommost scavenged resources. A similar theory to
Innovation 5(2): 100583, March 4, 2024 5



Table 2. Different model configurations used in the simulations

Model
Cancer cell
fraction

Fibroblast cell
fraction

Other cells
fraction ECM fraction

m0 1 0 0 0

m1 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.01

m2 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.25

m3 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.5

m4 0.75 0.05 0.2 0.25

m5 0.45 0.35 0.2 0.25

m6 0.9699 0.0001 0.03 0.00001

Them0model contains only tumor cells and is identical to the model used in Fig-
ures 1 and 2. ECM fraction represents the weight fraction of the total objective
being maximized that the ECM constitutes.
Permissions: Not applicable.
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that of scavenging dead cells by macrophages concerns catabolism of organ-
elles and apoptosis in CAFs to provide additional nutrients,10 where CAFs could
then for example be recruited to the tumor. Such a case represents an influx of
extramaterial fromoutside the TMEand could provide a small growth advantage
similar to the macrophage case but also suffers from the same problem of oxy-
gen limitation and is likely of limited importance.

We also performed these simulationswith the blood flowmodel. In contrast to
the diffusion model, a small (negligible) collaboration benefit was observed from
collaboration using literature metabolites (Figure S14A), and the macrophage
collaboration utilizing dead cells was more beneficial in this case (Figure S14B).
However, the benefits were still small, confirming our previous conclusion that
these metabolic collaboration scenarios are not important for optimizing cancer
growth.

DISCUSSION
During the past decade, metabolic collaboration between cell types in

the tumor microenvironment has been thought to increase tumor
growth,10–13 although experimental evidence is lacking due to difficulties
in measuring and controlling fluxes into and between cell types in an exper-
imental setup. As an alternative, we used genome-scale modeling of the
human intracellular metabolic network and integrated measurements of
metabolite concentrations in blood and metabolite diffusion coefficients
to estimate the maximal increase in specific growth rate from such collab-
orations at different levels of hypoxia.

The major insight gained from this study was that the metabolic collabo-
ration scenarios between cell types proposed in the literature10–13 have a
negligible effect on tumor growth. Although fibroblasts have been shown
to export lactate55 and some tumors have been shown to take up lacate,56

no direct evidence is presented that such a behavior is beneficial for growth.
In addition, scavenging of dead cells by macrophages or other forms of cell
catabolism such as catabolic behavior of fibroblasts13 only yield a marginal
benefit to growth due to a shortage of oxygen. However, the signaling inter-
play between stromal cells and cancer cells is most likely important for
changing the metabolism of tumor cells.13

An additional insight gained from this study is that ATP production is most
likely the limiting factor for growth of cancer cells in the TME, and that the
ATP production is limited by either lack of nutrients and oxygen, by limitations
in enzymatic capacity, or a combination of both. Other factors not considered
in our model may also play a role in limiting growth, such as extensive ROS pro-
duction or low pH in the interstitial fluid. The high demand for ATP is implicitly
supportedby literature;most of the carbon fromglucose andglutamine imported
by cells is not incorporated into the biomass,57 suggesting that it is used for ATP
production.

The third important insight from this study concerns the use of amino acids for
energy production and the varying ways in which the TCA cycle can be used. Our
model, for example, predicts glutamine addiction8,58,59 and gives plausible expla-
nations to why glutamine is a more optimal substrate than pyruvate for the TCA
cycle at different levels of hypoxia. We also predict potential benefits from
running PRODH in reverse in hypoxia, although it is unclear if such a reaction
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is thermodynamically favorable, and predict a potential 20% increase in ATP pro-
duction from runningmitochondrial complex II in reverse, which has been shown
to take place both in cell lines and in vivo.45

Although we have shown that direct metabolic collaboration between cells in
the TME is not useful for increasing the growth rate of tumor cells, metabolic in-
teractions in the TME are still important. A recent example is the ability of the on-
cometabolite D-2-hydroxyglutarate (D-2HG) to block lactate dehydrogenase.60

The acquisition of mutations in isocitrate dehydrogenase by cancer cells to pro-
duce this oncometabolite is at first counterintuitive—we predict that blocking
lactate production reduces the growth rate of cancer cells. However, as shown
in the aforementioned study, it also blocks lactate production in T cells, which im-
pairs cytotoxicity and thereby increases the survival of cancer cells. Likewise, as
wehave discussed in this study, depletion of glutamine can potentially reduce the
toxicity of T cells.41 Metabolic drivers in cancer therefore need not necessarily in-
crease growth but can also provide other benefits.
Altogether, our results suggest that there is no benefit for tumors to develop a

metabolic collaboration between cell types. Such metabolic collaborations may
still exist, where a cell type can complement deficiencies in tumor cells, which has
for example been observed during glutamine deprivation.61 However, such a
configuration does not improve growth beyond what activating the needed
pathway directly in the tumor cells would yield. Our modeling approach allows
for investigation of the optimal behavior for cells in the TME under the assump-
tions that the diffusion and blood flow models are based upon. While these
models are approximations of the true influx of metabolites into tumors, they
can still serve well for future investigations of different metabolic phenomena
in the tumor microenvironment, and with a systems biology approach unravel
questions that are difficult to address using experiments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Details about the materials and methods used are available in Note S7.
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